CSE - VRM A and B
CSE - VRM A and B is a 100% solid, two component
epoxy coating, made to control the moisture vapor
emission rate on deteriorated or new floors. This
coating will control moisture vapor emission rates up
to 25 lb. /24 hr. /1000 square feet. CSE - VRM A and B
provides excellent physical and chemical resistance
while maintaining its aesthetics. This system has been
approved by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
and meets LEED standards.
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▪ Low odour, Solvent-free
▪ 100% solids with an esthetic high gloss finish
▪ Superior mechanical resistance
▪ Good chemical and physical resistance
▪ Easy to clean, bacteria and moisture resistant
surface
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All CSE components should be stored in dry,
temperature controlled areas between 12-28˚C. Do not
expose to freezing or excessive high heat
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CSE - VRM A and B
Priming for concrete substrate is required. Prime with
CSE - VRM A and B or other compatible CSE Coatings
inc. primers. Allow primer to cure until tack-free before
applying subsequent coat. Prior to applying
subsequent coat, verify and ensure that the primer is
free of any pinholes, bubbles, open porous areas and
that the entire surface is uniformly coated. Verify
moisture vapour transmission levels in concrete
substrates prior to priming. A polymer moisture vapour
barrier system may be required for substrates affected
by elevated transmission rates. Consult CSE Technical
Services for further information.

SCI-100-MVB is supplied in factory proportioned
quantities, greatly reducing the risk of applicator error
during mixing

80%. CSE - VRM A and B is applied with a rubber
squeegee and back rolled with a 10mm lint-free nap
roller (on smooth surfaces) to remove squeegee lines
and smooth out coating. Additional coats may be
applied when surface is tack-free (roughly 8 hours). Do
not exceed first 24 post-application hours for
recoating. By exceeding this 24 hour recoat time limit,
the entire surface must be lightly sanded to achieve
desired profile for a proper mechanical bond. Clean up
all dust and debris created by aforementioned sanding
prior to applying subsequent coat

CSE - VRM A and B is tack-free in approximately 8
hours at 25˚C. Coated area may be put back into
service after 24 hours. Curing is complete and full
product characteristics are achieved after 10 days.
Curing times dependent upon ambient & surface
conditions

After mixing, CSE - VRM A and B has a pot life of
approximately 35-40 minutes at 25˚C. Pot life depends
on ambient and surface conditions.
CSE - VRM A and B should be applied at temperatures
between 15-28˚C and humidity below
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